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Holiday Concert Sings in the Season
Evelyn Hernandez
On December 10, Norwalk
High School’s very own Vocal Music
Department presented its annual
Holiday Concert. The MPR was
ﬁlled with the wonderful sounds
of the combined high school choir
classes accompanied by NHS Choir
Director and teacher Ms. Nancy
Lanpher and her keyboard. It also
featured the choir ensembles from
Corvallis Middle School and Los
Alisos Middle School.
The concert began with all
the singers joining together on stage
to perform “Everywhere Christmas
Tonight.” Throughout the show,
students sang well-known holiday
songs, such as “Baby, It’s Cold
Outside” and “Silent Night/Stille
Nacht,” which was sung in both English and German.
For the last song, all the
performers, including the Vocal
Music Department, the Corvallis
and Los Alisos choirs, and a string
trio, gathered on stage to harmonize
the classic “Let There Be Peace on
Earth.”
Ms. Lanpher said she loved
how the event turned out. “All those
weeks and months, and this piece
and that piece came together in the
concert,” she explained. “It was like
one big puzzle, and when they put
everything together and you looked
at the big picture, it was just so

The audience clapped and
cheered in awe after every song;
however, even a successful event can
seem like otherwise through the eyes
of a performer.
De Los Reyes added that
he felt like “there might have been
some ﬂaws here and there….But it’s
okay, because Ms. Lanpher teaches
[her students] to be ready for anything.”
Christmas spirit was certainly in the air as parents, staff, and
students listened to holiday songs
while eating snickerdoodle and
chocolate chip cookies served by
Chef Tracy Horton and her Culinary
Arts class. Norwalk High School
Singers member and senior Mary
Navalta remarked that she was in the
Christmas spirit even while singing.
Former choir student and
senior Miguel Rojas was glad to
be able to sit back and enjoy the
concert, rather than being actually
a part of it. “Being in the concert
last year was great, but watching it
Norwalk’s Vocal Music students performed together in the MPR at the annual Holiday Concert.
and listening to everyone is just as
great,” Rojas commented.
amazing.”
“I felt both anxious
nerve-wracking to go up on
The Vocal Music DepartThis was the ﬁrst choir and excited,” Olivas exstage and sing in front of an
ment put on a great show this year,
performance to take place at
pressed. “The last song was
audience, senior Nikko De Los as it does every year. “I can hardly
NHS this school year. For
especially great, because it
Reyes shared that he did not
wait to see what they’re going to
some students, such as junior
included all the classes, and it feel nervous at all. “Having my sound like in the Spring Concert!”
Natalie Olivas, it was the ﬁrst
was a fantastic ending to the
classmates up there with me
Ms. Lanpher shared. If it is anything
time ever performing in a choir concert.”
really boosted my conﬁdence,” like this holiday concert, then it will
concert.
Although it can be
he said.
surely be wonderful.

Angel Tree Brings Out the Spirit of Giving
Abril Lopez
During this holiday season, it can
be very difﬁcult for those in need. They
might not have the appropriate clothing or
might not even have their family by their
side. Angel Tree has been helping children
in need for over 20 years here in Norwalk
High. Angel Tree is a unique program that
brings Norwalk High students and staff

members together by allowing them to become personally involved in sharing with
those less fortunate in their community.
First year Activities director,
Ms. Natalia Valadez is in charge of this
year’s Angel Tree program. However, Ms.
Valadez was quick to point out that “ASB
students were the ones who took charge
this year. They organized all the gifts and

NHS students and staff helped make Christmas a little brighter for some children in Norwalk by
buying winter clothing for them.

talked to the classrooms and clubs who
participated.”
ASB suggested at least a $20
gift of clothing, such as pants, a sweater
or jacket. Toys were already included
from the City of Norwalk which also
participates in Angel Tree.
Senior Starli Atencio, who is
one of ASB’s Members at Large, said,
“Participating in Angel Tree is a way to
give back to the community and to give
back to those less fortunate. It just shows
how lucky we are.”
Junior Anthony Ambriz who
is ASB’s Sergeant at Arms, added, “It’s
nice to give people presents, and it’s also
a nice way to give to those who are in
need. It also shows how blessed we are.”
Ms. Valadez said “It’s important, especially during the holiday
season to be reminded about how much
we have and be grateful for. One small
donation could make a big difference for
a kid.” And that is deﬁnitely true.
One of Norwalk’s math teachers Mr. Larry Soderling shared “In past
years, I would donate about $20.00 and
students will put in any lose change that
they got.” But that changed drastically
this year. Mr. Soderling’s 4th period
freshman class raised approximately
$70.00 in this year’s Angel Tree. Instead
of putting in loose change, students
would put in ﬁve to twenty dollars of
their own money. “It’s a feel good thing”

shared Mr. Soderling… “It’s a good example of paying it forward and it brings
Norwalk students closer like a family.”
Mr. Soderling’s fourth period
was not the only class who brought joy
this holiday season. Two seniors Briana
Nevarez and Amy Sanchez raised more
than $100 in their AP government class.
As a matter of fact, these two students
still put in $20 each when they went
shopping for the two children.
Nevarez was in charge of shopping for a 10-year-old boy. She got him
a complete outﬁt including Levi’s Jeans,
Jordan sweats and an air hockey table.
Sanchez went shopping for a nineyear-old girl and managed to get her a
complete outﬁt, including ﬁve extra pair
of shirts and one extra pair of jeans. They
both decided to do the shopping because
they wanted to get as involved as they
can for the children.
“We wanted to help someone
else out, somebody who really needed it,”
said Nevarez and Sanchez.
During this holiday season,
Norwalk High can come together and
help those who are in need. Whether it
is by participating in Angel Tree, donating clothing and food to local charities
or dropping off a toy or book at the
children’s hospital. It is always a great
gesture to give to those around us, so that
everyone can enjoy this time of year.
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January 1 Means FAFSA Begins for Seniors
Priscilla Carrillo
2016 is just
weeks away, which means
so are New Year’s resolutions and FAFSA applications. FAFSA stands
for Free Application for
Federal Student Aid.
Many students confuse
FAFSA with ﬁnancial aid,
when FAFSA is that actual
application and ﬁnancial
aid is the money you will
receive for college. “Students say, ‘Oh, I haven’t
gotten my FAFSA.’ Well
no, you’re not getting
FAFSA; you’re getting
ﬁnancial aid,” explained
College and Career Counselor Ms. Perez.
There are two
different applications:
FAFSA (fafsa.gov) and
the California Dream
Act (caldreamact.org).
Students who have DACA
(Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals) are
not able to use it to ﬁll
out a FAFSA application,
but, instead, the California
Dream Act application.
FAFSA only applies to
students with a Social
Security number.
Beginning at
12:01 a.m. on January 1,
students can go online to
complete their FAFSA and
Dream Act applications.

You only ﬁll out one, and,
then around April, your
college will let you know
how much ﬁnancial aid
you will receive based on
the information you put on
your application.
Filling out a
FAFSA application is important, because everyone
needs help paying for
college. Filling out your
FAFSA or the California
Dream Act gives students
access scholarships, grants
and loans. If you don’t
qualify, because your
parents make too much,
they will also offer you
loans through your FAFSA
or California Dream Act
application.
“Don’t be discouraged. If you have really good grades, you can
qualify for different type
of aid. Either way, you get
some type of help,” said
Ms. Perez.
Once you know
what school you’re going
to, that school will e-mail
you your ﬁnancial aid
package and everything
will be listed. You have
to physically click what
you want. “Say you don’t
want that loan, you click
‘decline’. So you decline
the loan. It’s up to you
what you want to accept

and decline,” explained
Ms. Perez.
Seniors must
have their parents’ income
returns from the previous
year and they will need to
know the marital status of
their parents. “Most of us
adults don’t get the proper
paperwork until the end of
January, so we won’t do
our taxes till February or
March. I would recommend to all the seniors to
tell their parents, ‘Hey!
Once you have the documents, please go do your
taxes,’ so they can put
the proper information on
their applications,” suggested Ms. Perez.
If the student’s
parents do their taxes late,
they can use their taxes
from the two years prior.
Even though they are able
to use the old information,
the student will eventually
have to log back on to his
or her FAFSA or California Dream Act account
and enter the new information.
“Just be aware
that the universities will
be calling and e-mailing
you ‘to tell you that you
haven’t updated’ or ‘update now’ so, eventually,
you will have to update
it,” said Ms. Perez.

Talent Show Ends Year on High Note

Senior Madeline Flores and junior Jesse Villamil sang “Moon Song” as a duet.

Seniors David Robles, Isabell Meza and Carol Paredes performed Blink182’s “All the Small Things.”

As long as you submit some type of information by the deadline, which
is March then that’s good
enough, but you still have
to update it or else your university cannot give you your
ﬁnancial aid package. The
sooner you do it, the more
ﬁnancial aid will be available for you. The schools
also give their own grants,
so if their school grants run
out, you’re not going to get

any money.
“Another important thing is if you have a
Social Security number,
you need to know it. Not
just for the FAFSA but
also when you’re communicating with the university; they’ll ask for the
last 4 digits of your Social
Security number. You
should memorize that,”
recommended Ms. Perez.
Counselors will

be available to seniors
after school for FAFSA and
California Dream Act workshops. “I suggest if you’re
lost on how to ﬁll out the
FAFSA, come see a counselor, because we can help,”
said Ms. Perez.
When New Year’s
Eve comes, celebrate with
your family but when it
hits that 12:01 a.m., excuse
yourself to go do your
FAFSA application!

This is the home page you should see before you begin your ofﬁcial FAFSA application.

Soﬁa Lopez
This year’s Fall Talent
Show showcased tremendous
performances, with everything
from dancing to singing. For
about 13 years, Ms. Nancy
Lanpher, the teacher behind
all this madness, has led the
auditions and decided who gets
to perform. Although the MPR
was not packed to capacity, it
was still enjoyable and actually
made the show a more intimate
experience. There were a total
of 11 performers, and by 5:30
p.m. the room started to be
ﬁlled with friends and family.
The show started off
with seniors Carlos Paredes,
David Robles and Isabell
Meza, performed “All The
Small Things,” by Blink-182.
It was a superb opening that
consisted of vocals, guitar, and
a Cajon (drum box). These
instruments made an eccentric
performance for the group.
After this performance, junior Jesse Villamil
and senior Madeline Flores
sang acoustically on guitar
“Moon Song,” by Karen O,
which put the audience into a
peaceful and joyful mood. The
duet put on an incredible act
because their voices complimented each other very well
and harmonized.
“I loved our performance; in one word, I would
say it was amazing,” said
Flores about her act. It even
made a few people in the
crowd audience emotional by
shedding a few tears.
Up next was sophomore Alexis Keck, she performed “Love Bug,” by Jonas
Brothers. She sang solo with a

track. She sang it very well in a
soft and upbeat voice.
What seemed to stun
the crowd was performance
by junior Emeralda Rendon.
She danced and sang “Nightmare Before Christmas” by
Danny Elfman. She dramatically danced to the song using
props and emotion. Every word
was lip synced, but she never
missed a word. It was almost
as if you were taken back to the
movie.
The next performer
was freshman Tanlynn Morgan,
who used her voice and her
ukulele to sing “Can’t Help
Falling in Love With You,” by
Elvis Presley. This song deﬁnitely got friends and family
falling in love with her tropical
version of King’s classic tune.
Soon after, freshman
Jaclyn Ortiz performed “The
That Got Away,” by Katy Perry.
Ortiz performed an upbeat song
using a track and vocals. The
audience sang along with her as
well and had them tapping their
toes to the beat.
A Second-time performer junior Megan Zaporteza
put on an excellent performance with her two songs,
“You and Me,” by Penny and
The Quarters, and “Can’t Take
My Eyes off of You,” by Franki
Valli. She gave the crowd a
taste of love through these passionate performances and her
soothing voice.
During the second
half, seniors Nikko Reyes,
Mary Navalta and Joy Baustista sang the song “Stitches,”
by Shawn Mendes.
As experienced choir singers,
they, of course, harmonized

well together. Even alumnus
Jesse Raneses was there to accompany their voices with his
guitar.
“Our performance
was awesome, I loved it
because I was singing with my
good friends so it wasn’t as
scary,” said Navalta.
With the talent show
coming to an end, sophomore,
Kenric Antonio, used his very
broad voice to sing “Feelin’
Good,” by Nina Simone. He
had the audience clapping to
the beat and in a feel-good
mood.
The last performance
was FFORRESTT, which
stole the show by performing
ﬁve different songs each with
their own unique sound. The
incorporation of two vocals,
bass, two guitars, drums, and
keyboard made it seem as if
you were at an actual general
admission concert. The lead
singer throughout every song
interacted with the audience
and made you become a fan in
an instant.
All the performers
in the show were terriﬁc and
eclectic in their own way.
Each performer was very
professional and enthusiastic.
They all seemed to astound
their friends and family with
the conﬁdence they had on
stage.
Ms. Nancy Lanpher
agreed by saying: “I love
doing these shows, because
it is a great experience for
students, and nothing develops
a musician more than performing.”
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NHS Seniors Bless With Bags
less during the holidays.
Senior Alejandra Guerrero was
on Twitter when she came across a fun
idea called “Blessing Bags,” which are
basically Ziploc bags ﬁlled with essential
items, such as blankets, bandages, feminine hygiene products and snacks. She
thought it was an idea worth pursuing
and texted her friend and senior Maleah
Rios.
Rios, who is the Vice President
of the Social Awareness Club, also agreed
with Guerrero: “Homeless people kind
of get ignored a lot.” This is why she
believed this project was a good thing. “It
kind of shines a light on them.”
Consequently, the two girls
started a GoFundMe page, which allows
people to donate online to worthy causes.
In this case, the money donated would
be used to purchase the supplies that
Guerrero and her friends would put in the
“Blessing Bags.”
In order to raise enough funds,
Guerrero had to spread the word. “I
Seniors Maleah Rios, Jessica Orozco and Juan Herrera worked together with seniors Alejandra
shared the gofundme link and tweeted it,
Guerrero and Juan Terrones (not pictured) to put together “blessing bags” for the homeless.
like a hundred times a day and made InsNorwalk High have decided to dedicate
Sydney Roybal
their time and money to reach out to those tagram posts. Social media is beautiful.”
With Christmas coming, some
who might be struggling to feel the warmth The principal of Norwalk High, Doctor
people are submerging themselves in
Smith, also retweeted one of Guerrero’s
of the season.
holiday cheer by spending quality time
Since November, they have been many tweets, which helped get the word
with loved ones and spending a ton of
raising money, producing bags and handing further out.
money on gifts and festivities.
The Social Awareness Club also
them out to those who generally receive
However a few seniors here at
played a crucial role in this project.

“We allowed Alejandra to present her project during our club meeting,”
explained Rios. “I knew that the people
in the club would want to do something
to help.”
Rios was right. Senior Juan Herrera and member of the club explained
why he decided to give his time to helping out: “I thought it was a neat idea,
we’re giving them things they need, like
blankets, which is good, especially since
it’s really cold now.”
There were various issues that
occurred while trying to complete this
project, such as the fact that the website
used to fundraise took longer to deposit
the money than the group expected. They
also had a hard time getting together during the hectic Thanksgiving Break.
However, they were able to
carry out the project and learned how to
avoid these problems for the December
Blessing Bag Project they will be doing.
Overall, this project not only
lifted the spirts of the people these
students were giving to, but it also lifted
their own spirts. It is quite obvious how
moved Guerrero was,
“I loved to see all my friends
actually care about what I was trying
to do. When I would get e-mails saying
someone I knew donated . . . it was just
really nice; they were really nice.”

All I Want for Christmas is . . .
Jordan McMorris

Senior
Shannell
Vargas:
“All I want for
Christmas is
to be together
with my family,
make cookies
and open presents.”

Junior
Vanessa
Hernandez:
“All I want for
Christmas is to
spend time with
my with my
grandma before
it’s too late.”

Junior Paola
Moreno:
“All I want for
Christmas is for
everyone to be
thankful they
have a roof over
their head and a
family to come
home to this
Christmas.”

Sophomore
Rosy
Ledezma:
“All I want for
Christmas is
to have better grades next
year.”

Freshman
Zulema
Jimenez:
“All I want for
Christmas is to
go see Pierce
the Veil at a live
concert.”

Security Guard
Eric Ruffo:
“All I want for
Christmas is
world peace and
for terrorism to
end.”
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Give the Gift of Yum This Season
found at Walmart, Target, Michael’s or other craft
stores)
•
48 Mini Oreo (bite-sized cookies)
•
Decorating icing or gel, and colored
sprinkles
Directions:
1) Mix cream cheese and cookie crumbs until
well blended. I like to crush the Oreos in a food
processor or mini blender, and then add the
cream cheese and blend it together. However, it
can also be done by hand.
2) Shape into 48 (1-inch) balls; place in single
layer on a sheet pan. Freeze for at least 20 minutes.
3) Place in shallow waxed paper-lined pan, allowing excess coating to pool at bottom of each
ball. Decorate with remaining ingredients as
shown in photo. You can use the candy coating to
stick the hat to the head.
4) Place in the fridge immediately to set up the
decorations. Refrigerate 1 hour or until ﬁrm.
Keep refrigerated.

Daniel Perez
It is that time of the year to enjoy candy canes, hot chocolate and so many other delightful treats with loved ones. Christmas
is the time that many of us look forward to despite any difﬁculties
that have occurred throughout the year. It is a way for people to
come together to appreciate each other and make beautiful memories.
Many of my best memories during the holidays come from
making festive desserts with my family, so here are some great recipes that you will hopefully enjoy making with your loved ones.
Melted Oreo Snowman Balls
Ingredients:
•
1 pkg. (8 oz.) brick cream cheese, softened
•
36 Oreos (regular size), ﬁnely crushed
•
16 oz. vanilla candy wafers or melts, melted (these can be

Rice Krispies Treat Christmas Trees
Ingredients:
•
6 cups Rice Krispies cereal
•
3 tbsp. butter
•
10.5 oz. bag of marshmallows
•
Green food coloring
•
12 Miniature Reese’s Cups
•
1/3 cup M&M Minis
•
12 Candy Stars
•
3 cups powdered sugar
•
3 tbsp. milk
•
3 tbsp. corn syrup
Directions:
1) To help in forming the cone shape, take the
foam that comes in a wafﬂe cone pack to protect
the cones and cut it to make a form to help shape
the trees.
2) Line a cookie sheet with parchment or waxed
paper.
3) In a medium to large saucepan, melt the butter
over low heat.

DIY Gifts That Are Fun to Make and to Give
Alexis Martinez
With the holidays
rapidly approaching, many
people are under pressure
to save money and get their
friends presents. If you are on
a budget or looking for gifts
you can make yourself, here
are two cute, easy to make
and inexpensive* holiday
gifts.
Hot Chocolate Ornament
Materials:
●
1 single serving
package instant hot chocolate
mix 1 clear plastic ﬁllable
ornament
●
Funnel
●
Mini marshmallows
●
Tag or note on how
to make the hot chocolate
(Mix with 8 oz. hot water or
milk)
Optional:
Sprinkles, chocolate chips
Directions:
1) Start with a clean ornament and take the top off.
2) Fill the hot chocolate mix
into the ornament using the
funnel.
3) If adding sprinkles and
chocolate chips add those
next.
4) Add the marshmallows.

5) Put top back on.
6) Tie note to top of ornament.
Tip: Wrap the top with plastic
wrap to keep contents inside.
*All materials can be purchased at Walmart or Target.
DIY Candle Designs
Materials:
●
Regular printer paper
●
Tissue paper
●
Tape
●
Sharpies
●
Candle
●
Wax paper
●
Hair dryer
Optional: Tape a piece of
tissue paper, about the size
of your candle, to a piece of
paper. Sharpies bleed through
tissue paper pretty easily, and
it is easier to draw on the tissue paper when taped to the
paper.
Directions:
1) Draw your design.
2) Remove the tissue paper
from the paper.
3) Cut out your design.
4) Place it on to your candle.
Note: It is important to cut

away as much of the excess
tissue paper as you can.
5) Next, you will need a
piece of wax paper that is
larger than your candle.
6) Pull the wax paper tight
around your candle
7) Use your hair dryer to
melt your design into the
candle.
8) Move the hair dryer in a
back and forth motion for
about 30-40 seconds.
Note: Be careful because the
hair dryer will be hot.
9) Once you have heated the
entire design, gently peel
back your wax paper and
make sure the entire design
is on the candle. If not, just
repeat with the wax paper
and hair dryer.
*All materials can be purchased at Michael’s, Target
or Walmart.
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4) Add the marshmallows and stir until completely melted.
5) Add enough food coloring to make mixture
dark green (it will lighten when cereal is added).
6) Remove from heat.
7) Add the Rice Krispies cereal and stir until
cereal is well-coated.
8) Allow to set for about 4 minutes.
9) Butter your hands and form mixture into cone
shapes.
10) Place cones onto prepared pan.
11) Allow to cool and ﬁrm up for several hours.
12) Mix powdered sugar, milk and corn syrup in
a bowl until smooth.
13) Transfer to piping bag or zippered bag to pipe
onto cookies.
14) Pipe like a garland around each tree.
15) Space M&M Minis like ornaments onto the
garland.
16) Pipe a dab of icing on top of tree to act as
glue and attach star.
17) Place a Reese’s upside down on pan. Pipe
icing on it and place tree on top.
18) Allow to set before serving.
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Pho Ten 2 Nine is Just Fine for Chilly Weather
Ashley Corral
Pho Ten 2 Nine is a
Vietnamese restaurant located
on 12200 Civic Center Dr.,
Suite in Norwalk. You can ﬁnd
it near the AMC Norwalk 20.
Pho Ten 2 Nine got the name
by the operating hours they
have, so it sounds like “From
ten to nine.” It’s open Sunday
to Thursday: 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
and Friday to Saturday: 10 a.m.
to 9:30 p.m. It has been open
for about two months now and
is deﬁnitely worth a try.
Pho Ten 2 Nine has
a welcoming interior with
cultural decorations and brings
the unique cuisine and culture
of Vietnam to Norwalk. They
have a ﬂat screen TV where
you can watch shows while
you’re enjoying your pho or
any other dish.
What appealed to
me while entering the restaurant was the smell. It smelled

exactly like the pho I love. I
also noticed that the menu had
a lot of dishes you can choose
from such as: vegetable noodle
soup, beef noodle soup, beef
chow mein, shrimp chow mein,
chicken fried rice, pork fried
rice, and shrimp fried rice; in
addition to the drinks and appetizers.
The price of the pho
soups ranges between $7 to
$8, depending on the size, with
sizes varying from small to
large.
On my visit, I tried the
chicken pho, along with a side
order of chicken fried rice. The
chicken pho was very savory
and tasty. It had a satisfying
fresh chicken taste, along with
the fresh vegetables I added,
with a small slice of jalapeno to
give it a nice kick. The noodles
were good, fresh and chewy,
but they could have been
shorter; however, the fried rice

Blue Neighborhood Review

had a good chewy texture paired
with fresh vegetables and a perfect
amount of chicken and egg. What
I didn’t like was the ﬁshy smell,
because I’m not a fan of ﬁsh.
The Voice photographer
and junior Maria Aviles also ordered a chicken pho, along with the

Juan Terrones
“Leave this blue
neighbourhood,” sings 20-yearold singer and songwriter Troye
Sivan on the opening song of
his debut album, which was
released on December 4. This
is a line that seems to resonate
throughout the entire record by
setting the mood and is also the
line responsible for the album
title Blue Neighbourhood.
Sivan began his career
in October of 2007 by creating a
YouTube channel to post his videos. As Sivan’s YouTube career
progressed, he started to become
interested in music and, by that
time, he already had a considerable following.
At his peak of fame,
Sivan did something he thought
was necessary in order to portray himself honestly as an artist.
He came out as gay when he
was 18 years old. The reaction to

grilled chicken spring rolls. This
was Maria’s ﬁrst time visiting this
place, but she seemed to like it.
The service was also
very acceptable; the waiter got us
what we needed right away. The
workers had our food cooked in
about 10 minutes and also handed

this news was positive and many
were extremely supportive of
Troye. Now that he had revealed
this important part of his identity
to the world, Sivan was ready to
make music.
With this record Sivan
takes us through a nostalgic yet
somber trip through his mind
with his vivid lyrics in songs
like “Suburbia,” a track about
an isolated city where he spent
most of his childhood. Toward
the middle of the album, a song
called “Heaven” begins to play.
When asked what this
song was about, Sivan said, “It’s
basically about all the questions
I’ve asked myself. . . . Like, if me
being myself means I’m not going
to get into heaven, when I did believe in those things; then maybe
I don’t want that. It’s a really
important song to me lyrically.”
With the help of cowriters like Claire Boucher (AKA

us our drinks in a timely manner.
One thing I didn’t
like about the service was that
they would reﬁll our drinks
without asking us whether or
not we wanted more, so that is
something they would need to
improve on. You are able to sit
wherever you want and order
when you are ready; they gave
us as much time we needed.
Because the restaurant
is new, they have few workers, but the service is great for
the number of people working there. Pho Ten 2 Nine has
a good future ahead of them
and, hopefully, good customers
coming their way.
I would deﬁnitely return to Pho Ten 2 Nine because
I can’t get enough of pho,
especially on these cold nights.

Grimes) and Jack Antonoff, this
track is undeniably the most beautiful moment on this album. With
help from Alex Hope, the album
manages to maintain a cohesive
sound without becoming mundane.
Blue Neighbourhood
portrays all relationships in a way
that they are rarely portrayed in
mainstream media: normal. This
album is very important because
it provides representation for all
types of youth and normalizes all
types of relationships.
I would consider this
LP one of the best releases of the
year. Sivan really surpassed my
expectations with this album and
he proved that he is much more
than a kid who makes YouTube
videos. Blue Neighbourhood is
deﬁnitely worth a visit.

Dr. Love
Dear Dr. Love:
Does every couple have a ﬁghting
stage? We just keep constantly ﬁghting.
I swear it used to be so much better in
the beginning. I miss the honeymoon
stage.
Sincerely,
Fighter for Love

You must ﬁnd a way to address these
issues in a way that will lead to both
reconciliation and a stronger relationship. Look at what you keep arguing
about and decide if these are minor
quibbles or major issues that cannot
be resolved, because of the people that
you are as individuals. If you can’t stop
ﬁghting, it might mean that you need to
stop dating.

again, but I am not sure if I can even
be with him anymore. He has changed
so much, sometimes I feel as if he is
a stranger and I am just dwelling on
memories we once shared.
Sincerely,
Confused Lover
Dear Confused Lover:

Dear Fighter for Love:
Minor disagreements can occur in
every relationship—whether romantic
or not—because everyone has his or
her own opinions and unique personality. With that being said, it does not
mean that your relationship should
revolve around major ﬁghts. Being in a
relationship means you need to respect
each other and learn how to resolve
conﬂicts without launching into World
War III.

Best Wishes,
Dr. Love
Dear Dr. Love:
This is my ﬁrst time I’ve written to
you. I was in a relationship for almost
two years, but we ended it on bad
terms over the summer, and, with a
new school year, we somewhat rekindled the ﬁre that once burned. Nothing
ofﬁcial yet, but just a simple friendship. He wanted to start “talking” to me

You both ended your relationship for
a reason. The old relationship is over,
and no matter how much you try to
relive the past, you just can’t. People
change with time, and it sounds as if
you are not entirely sold on the person
he is now; you are indeed holding onto
the memories.
It seems to me that you are aware how
you feel toward him. Thus, there are
two ways you could go about this, but
each would start the same. You must

accept that the past is in the past and could either use the fact that he is a stranger in order to
start a new relationship with him or you could
tell him that you would rather have him in your
life as just a friend.
Yours Truly,
Dr. Love
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Macbeth Movie Revisits a Classic
Jessica Orozco

Rating: R
Running Time: 1 hr. and 53 mins.
Director: Justin Kurzel
Starring: Michael Fassbender, Marion Cotillard and Sean Harris
Genre: Drama/History

Macbeth is based on The
Tragedy of Macbeth, by William
Shakespeare. This adaptation stars
Michael Fassbender in the title
role, and Marion Cotillard as Lady
Macbeth.
The classic play tells the
story of Macbeth, and how his avarice turned him into a tyrant; thus,
starting his downward spiral.
In the beginning, four
witches prophesy that Macbeth will
become Thane of Cawdor, a title
given to royal ofﬁcials in medieval
Scotland, and, eventually, King of
Scotland. Realizing that in order to
become King of Scotland, the current ruler, King Duncan, must die,
Macbeth is faced with a difﬁcult
decision that calls his manhood and
morals into question.
The movie itself, despite
some minor changes, remained
pretty similar to the play. Fassbender manages to convince viewers
of the utter madness that Macbeth
is experiencing, especially in the
beautifully depicted shift from a
respectable, honorable man, to a
frightening tyrant.
This version of Macbeth,

Top 10 Holiday Flicks
Jonathan Aldana
This time of year, people are constantly torn between the many traditions and
spirits of Christmas. Christmas is arguably
one of, if not the, most popular holidays
of the year, and there are many ways to
celebrate this illustrious holiday; however,
it is important that we do not forget of the
impacts that Christmas movies have had
on the celebration of this holiday. With that
being said, here are The Voice’s Top 10
Christmas movies organized by importance
and inﬂuence on the holiday.
1.
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
(1964): One of the oldest and most innocent
stories of the season, Rudolph is a character
that is sure to touch your heart.
2.
It’s a Wonderful Life (1947): Introducing the theme of careful wishing, this
ﬁlm follows George Bailey (James Stewart)
as we join him in the realization of the importance of human life. Through this movie
the audience comes to understand that we
are all important and have great impacts on
the people we love.
3.
A Christmas Story (1983): Follow
Ralphie Parker (Peter Billingsley), a young
boy who spends his Christmas season
dreaming of the perfect Christmas present.
Through his eyes we meet his entire dysfunctional family and come to understand
just what Christmas means to him.
4.
The Polar Express (2004): An
original tale of a mystic train and a journey
to the North Pole, this adventure is sure

to reinforce the audience’s belief in the
classic legends that the Christmas season
brings us.
5.
Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole
Christmas (2000): Adapted from the original animated production, this movie comes
to life and revives the Dr. Seuss fan in all
of us.
6.
A Charlie Brown Christmas
(1965): An aged, yet adorable story centered around Charlie Brown and the rest of
the Peanuts. Full of heartwarming themes
and comedic scenes, this short ﬁlm is essential to the Christmas season.
7.
The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993): The classic story of Jack
Skellington, the pumpkin king, and the
discovery of Christmastown. This famous
Tim Burton claymation puts a spooky twist
on the traditional holiday.
8.
Home Alone (1990): This comedy not only gives the audience a realistic
view on the suspicious tendencies of kids
when they’re home alone, but also teaches
the audience a valuable lesson: be careful
what you wish for.
9.
National Lampoon’s Christmas
Vacation (1989): Another original Christmas comedy, which is generally relatable
but suited primarily for a mature audience.
10.
Jingle All the Way (1996): An
intense and comedic adventure full of important themes that the audience can take
away as we follow a father hunting for the
perfect Christmas gift.

I believe, shows a different side to
Lady Macbeth than others. Marion
Cotillard did an amazing job of
portraying the manipulative partner
of Macbeth, yet maintained a
certain motherly essence that made
the character of Lady Macbeth not
only more likeable, but also more
humane. In a way, you almost ﬁnd
yourself forgiving her for her horrid
actions, though the character remains treacherous in her own ways.
One of my favorite aspects
of the ﬁlm itself was the battle
scenes, brutal and gory and ﬁlled
with death and destruction. The director managed to slow them down,
and paired with the phenomenal
soundtrack, made the battles look
like a meticulous dance sequence,
unexpectedly beautiful in its depiction.
As a whole, the ﬁlm stayed
true to Shakespeare’s original play,
with some minor changes. For example, instead of there being three
witches, there are four witches and
an infant. In addition, in this adaptation, Macbeth and Lady Macbeth
have a child. In my opinion, however, these changes don’t hinder the
story.

One problem that I ﬁnd
might arise is that the language
that the ﬁlm uses is the same
archaic Old English that Shakespeare uses in his play, which
might be confusing for some who
have never read Shakespeare’s
work. I went to see the ﬁlm with
a friend who had never read
Macbeth and the ﬁrst thing that
she said when the ﬁlm was over
was “I’ve never been so confused
in my life.” However, after a
quick explanation, she found that
she understood most of the ﬁlm
and its story, but the language just
threw her off a bit.
Overall, the ﬁlm did a
wonderful job of telling the tragic
story of Macbeth. The acting was
superb, and the work that was put
into the ﬁlm by the director and
crew, really shine through the
ﬁlm. The ﬁlm does have a couple
of gory scenes, so beware if that
kind of thing bothers you.
I would recommend this
movie to anybody who enjoys
Shakespeare, or simply movies
with intense action scenes, and
tragic tales.

Holiday Gift Giving Guide

Katrina Arredondo
It’s ofﬁcially time to start
preparing for the holidays. Although
this season comes with joy and
unforgettable memories, the stress of
what gifts to get the people you love
always exists. If Christmas shopping
is not your strong point, here are a few
suggestions for things you can get for
those special people in your life.
Shopping for your mother
can be difﬁcult depending on your
experience and/or skills shopping for
others; however, when you are holiday
shopping things can get extra tricky.
Pajamagrams is a Web site that allows
you to pick from a variety of different
styles of sleepwear. With the weather
getting colder, a cozy pair of festive
pajamas is a gracious gift for a mother.
Your mother’s reaction will
assure you that a pair of lavish silk
pajamas is the perfect gift for a loving
mother. Prices generally range from
$60 to $70 for a single set, but a more
affordable and convenient option can
be found from almost any department
store. Places like JC Penney, Kohl’s
and Target have equally merry pajama
sets that can be found as cheap as $20.

Finding a gift for your dad is
appreciably easier than ﬁnding a gift
for others. You can ﬁnd elegant gift
baskets full of sweet and savory snacks
at Web sites such as Peach Blossom,
GiftTree and GrabCart. Prices usually
range from $60 to $75 and include an
abundance of snacks that all fathers
are sure to enjoy. Another suitable gift
for the sports fan dad would be a team
T-shirt or sweatshirt. Stores like Sports
Authority and Big 5 are offering discount every week up until Christmas,
and Web sites like fanatics.com often
offer free shipping.
Nobody loves Christmas as
much as children, especially when
there are dozens of gifts to wake up to
on Christmas morning. It is fairly easy
to just purchase a child any random
toy from Toys R Us, but it is far more
thoughtful to get them a toy that helps
them to learn. Fat Brain Toys is an
online store that has an endless variety
of educational toys for kids of all ages.
Most of these toys and games cost
anywhere from $20 to $40. Most importantly, Fat Brain Toys will not only
help your children learn, it will also
make learning fun!
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Terrorists Only Win if We Let Them

Mariela Ortiz
The word “terrorism” holds a
venomous power with a purpose that lies
within the word itself: to spread fear and
apprehension with every attack. However,
we as people feed into it independently by
allowing this fear to fester and transform
into blind hatred that does more harm than
good.
After tragedy struck the nation on September 11, 2001, most of the
country began to live in fear of ﬂying.
More importantly, some began to live in
fear of the Muslim community, of anyone

who happened to be born with dark skin
and black hair, who dared walk the streets
in a hijab, despite measures taken by the
Bush administration calling for nationwide tolerance. The destruction and terror
provoked by a few condemned an entire
religion and those who practice it.
Fifteen years later, the discrimination is still present, with some Muslim
passengers still pulled out for “random”
TSA inspections, ostracized by people
of all ages, even children too young to
understand the harm they are doing. Now,
after the events that took place in Paris
last month, any chance of that discrimina-

tion dying out has been almost entirely
obliterated.
On the night of November 13,
a series of coordinated terrorist attacks
throughout the French capital left the
world torn between shock and mourning
for the lives lost.
Within 24 hours, ISIS, the
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, claimed
responsibility for the suicide bombings,
which resulted in 130 deaths overall,
claiming it was only the beginning. Soon
after, reports came that the organization
would be targeting major United States
cities, effectively raising the already
present panic to an all-time high.
Senior Erica Gaytan learned
about the attacks through social media,
scrolling down her Twitter feed when she
came across the news bulletin.
“I was shocked. I didn’t think
that anything like that could happen
to such a major city. ISIS needs to be
stopped one way or another.”
As in any situation along these
lines, the blame must fall somewhere;
some choose to take aim at President
Obama for his so-called failure in terms
of eradicating ISIS, while others take aim
at a much smaller scapegoat: the Muslim
community.
Sophomore Eman Raja has
felt this discrimination ﬁrsthand, often
singled out in malls and airports.
“At airports and stuff, I get
stopped more often, or, like, you go to
the mall and stuff, and walk past people,
and they’ll just stare at you, or won’t
want to serve you, or tell you to go

back to your country. [ISIS] shouldn’t be
related to my religion, because we are not
supposed to hurt a ﬂy.”
Unfortunately, with the recent
mass shooting taking place at the San
Bernardino Inland Regional Center, tensions have risen with the identiﬁcation of
one the shooters: a Pakistani woman by
the name of Tashfeen Malik, along with
her husband Syed Farook. Malik’s appearance in the recently circulated photo,
pictured in a hijab, does little to alleviate
the already prevalent stigma.
However, the prejudice that accompanies any and all measures taken by
ISIS and other extremists is misplaced.
While the ﬁrst letter in the acronym does
stand for Islam, they are so far from any
kind of Islamic representation that it borders on satiric.
Time and time again, ISIS has
violated the rules of Islam, including
those stating that a war should never be
fought in the name of the religion, and
that, in times of war, no woman and children be killed in the crossﬁre. Furthermore, Islam prohibits advocacy through
violence, or forcing the religion on others.
This is not a threat from Islam
and its followers, but rather a disgusting interpretation engineered to not only
spread fear and apprehension, but also
condemn and persecute an entire people
along with it.
While the events in question
were tragic to say the least, the worst
thing we can do when combating a terrorist threat is becoming a terrorist threat
against the innocent.

Next Year, Resolve to Change—for Good
Jailene Ponce
The annual of December
can include many things including
that 2015 is coming to an end and
it’s time to start thinking about your
New Year’s resolutions. However,
resolutions are not usually easy to
stay committed to.
Once January hits, we
are all determined to keep up with
our resolution for the rest of the
year, but that does not always happen. Certain resolutions only last
a couple of months, weeks, days,
hours, or they just don’t happen at
all.
Some people simply don’t
see the purpose in a resolution,
which brings about a whole new
question: Why do we have New
Year’s resolutions? A resolution is a
goal we give ourselves in the beginning the year with full intention of
keeping up with the goal created.
Eventually paying off in the long
run. The goal we choose to give
ourselves can help us in the future,
not only for a few months, but
years.
Most people have their
resolutions in mind, months ahead
of time and then there are others
who have no idea what it will be
or is only way into the year. The
most common resolutions that
we all try to commit to are losing
weight, staying organized, working
out more or any other change that
we think needs to be made in our
lifestyle.

Link Crew Senior Commissioner Madeline Flores said,
“My New Year resolution is to get
more independent mentally and
possibly physically because, I’ll
be going to college soon.” She
also stated, “It’ll help me overall,
because if I prepare to become
independent, then when I do live
on my own, I’ll be used to it. I’ll be
mentally prepared; it will be like
‘Oh, I’ve done this before.”
Unfortunately, not
many of us are good at keeping
our New Year’s resolution. On
the one hand, we always somehow break the cycle of our good
work. On the other hand, there are
others who are always on track
with their resolutions; nothing can
stop them, from reaching their
goals.
The one thing we do
need to remember is that we can’t
just start off a few months great
and then stop committing to our
resolution. We cannot give up and
have our year end up just like the
year before. Not everyone fails to
accomplish his or her resolution,
managing to keep it going into the
next year.
One example would be
junior Brenda Aguilar, whose
resolution for 2015 was to improve
academically.
Aguilar said, “I have succeeded. I wanted to get my grades
up and I did; my GPA went up.”
She was proud of herself that she

got her grades up just like
she wanted to and didn’t give
up on her goal of raising her
grades.
A new year is a new
year, means to start off fresh,
and an opportunity of not making the same mistakes from the
previous year. 2016 is a chance
to not only to improve your
lifestyle with your resolution,
but also take out all the negative vibes you have that stop
you from accomplishing your

goals.
For some it’s a
matter of difﬁculty choosing
something to focus on. Not
every resolution has to beneﬁt
you. Your resolution can be to
ﬁnd ways to help those people
that are in need, like volunteering at school or in the neighborhood.
Link Crew Junior
Commissioner Daniel Sevillano stated, “My New Year
resolution will to be more
involved in both school and

the community.” For Daniel
to accomplish his goal he will
join more clubs at school and
outside of school to help the
community.
A New Year’s resolution is great practice for learning how to stay committed to a
goal you have. Being prepared
for something that you know
you will have to deal with for
years is great because you will
know that you are doing things
right.
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Boys Varsity Soccer Goes Back to the Basics
Manuel Carrera
The year is already coming to an
end, and for the Norwalk Varsity Soccer team that means that the new season
is approaching fast. Last year, the team
tied for ﬁrst place as Suburban League
Champions with the La Mirada Matadors.
This year, the team will have to take it a
step further to secure the championship
title. The pre season has just begun and
the Lancers already have victories against
Downey and Whittier.
The team has been preparing
to ﬁnally face off against other schools
and win games. Both the team and head
coach Vinson Pluma have high hopes for
this season. The Norwalk Lancers have
always maintained a high rank in the divi-

sion, and while other teams might settle for
a tie, the Lancers plan on taking it all this
season.
Senior and midﬁelder Arturo
Ramirez shared, “We need to be more
disciplined on and off the ﬁeld and stay
focused before every game if we want win
games.”
Despite having tied for Suburban
League champions last season, they are
still wary of other opponents. One team the
Lancers are keeping a close eye on are the
Bellﬂower Buccaneers. Last season, the
Buccaneers went all the way, ﬁnishing as
Division 4 CIF Champions.
With the season approaching, the
team is looking to make adjustments and
improvements both on and off the ﬁeld in
time for the ﬁrst game of the season. Be-

Varsity Soccer player and junior Anthony Galicia takes a chance at passing the ball to his teammate in order to score a goal.

sides working with the ball, players feel
they need to work on their poise.
Junior Anthony Galicia said, “We need
to keep our conﬁdence up, especially on
important games and just work twice as
hard.”
The Lancer’s ﬁrst loss came
against the El Rancho Dons 5-0. The
team conceded two goals in the ﬁrst half,
and three in the second. It was a loss that
shook the team. However, the Lancers
were able to redeem themselves against
Cal High with a 2-0 victory against the
Condors.
Players Andrew Vasquez, a
sophomore and senior Jason Alvarez both
scored goals leading their team to victory.

Some of the players on the team expected
to make an impact on the ﬁeld this season
are senior Jason Alvarez, senior Pablo
Gonzalez, senior Christian Martinez, and
junior Rudy Cruz.
Rudy Cruz shared, “One of the
main things we have to work on, and that
our coach really emphasize is sticking to
the basics.”
Despite the Lancers having one
preseason loss, the season still looks
promising and everyone has high hopes
for the team. Norwalk has always had a
very talented team and always produces
wins. It will be up to the team to keep
their composure on and off the ﬁeld in
order to claim that title as champions.

Varsity Soccer player and junior Rudy Cruz attempts to pass the ball to his teammate.

Varsity Girls Basketball Vows to Stick Together to Win Together
Manuel Carrera
In preparation for the 2015-16
season, the Lady Lancers are making the
necessary adjustments necessary to come
back better and stronger than ever. Last
season, the team placed third in league and
had a record of 8-4 trailing behind Mayfair.
The Lady Lancers will have to step it up if
they want to move up the ranks, which is
exactly what they plan to do.
Senior Melanie Arias shared, “I
have heard a lot of teams from around the
league are trying to really improve, and I
feel like we’re one of those teams. We are
kind of the underdogs going in, but as long

as we stick together we’re going to do
pretty good.”
One of the challenges that the
team has had to face this year is the
amount of younger players they have
brought up to the varsity team. Although
they might not be as experienced as some
of the returning veteran varsity players,
many believe they will be bring more
energy to the game, and many have high
hopes for them as well.
Arias added, “This year there
are not as many returners on varsity; we
have a lot of sophomores but they are not
afraid to really step it up.”

The team has very positive
outlook, not only toward what the season
will bring, but also toward each other.
The girls help to motivate each other and
better themselves. Some said they have
a very close bond now and that the game
has brought them closer than ever, something that might have been missing last
year.
Senior Mele Velele said, “The
chemistry this year off and on the court
is much better, and I think this year, we
have a better chance of taking it because
our conﬁdence and skill has improved.”
Not only has the team been

working towards boosting each other off
the court, but they have been making adjustments to their game. One of the things
that senior Danielle Tate felt the team has
really improved on is their speed.
Tate shared, “I feel this year is
better than last year’s because we have a
lot more speed and I feel that it will help
us take on better teams.”
Overall the team has very high
hopes for the season to come. The girls
have been supporting each other from the
beginning, and if they carry that momentum with them, the Lady Lancers can be a
real potential threat in the division.
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